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Alabama.

Objective

Having almost 6yrs of experience in the field of mechanical engineering and expertise in the 
mechanical concepts like valued added engineering, NPI (New Product Introduction), solid 
modeling, sheet metal, surfacing, parametric design, detailing of piece part drawings, assembly 
drawing, composite drawing, group drawing, fluid lines and electric lines (SDP-Structured Design 
Procedure).

Skills

Microsoft Office, Quality Management, FMEA, Process Management.

Work Experience

Engineering Internship
ABC Corporation  June 2002 – 2003 
 Developed models of parts made of die-casting application, such as housing-flywheel, case-

transfer gear, cage-bearing, covers, oil filter bases, spacers, fuel tank caps, diaphragm cover, 
etc.

 Designed new models of Rubber liner groups used in truck beds for different capacities of 
trucks having the dimensions of one such rubber liner in the truck.

 Developed models of various parts in Cabin-dash board, gaskets, switches, knobs, seal-O-
rings, grommets, disconnect switch cover, caps, electrical connectors, gear handle knob, 
exhaust fan wings, doors, retainers, pins, panel, plates, dust caps, studs, truck beds, 
compartment liner groups.

 Designed various types of Consoles, Brackets, Supports, Valve covers matching to project 
specifications and needs.

 Assisted Caterpillar designers in NPI and conceptual designs of various products using CPPD 
concepts, Pro/E modeling, casting and forging techniques.

 Assisted with the development of engineering schedules, budgets, and projects as assigned.
 Assured the accuracy and completeness of all drawings, files, engineering records, prints, and

tasks of assigned projects.

Engineering Internship
Delta Corporation  1997 – 2002 
 Validated micro flow imaging (MFI) device to detect submicron particles in drug products.
 Now implemented as a release test.
 Qualified a Raman Spectrometer for identification of raw materials to allow for 100% testing.
 Created a technical report for validating reagents expiration dates for documentation to FDA.
 keep all technology updated and all computers updated along with monitoring soundboards 

and setting up for shows.
 Engage in customer relations and ensure a positive environment for all.
 Focus on ergonomics and design Ergonomics task analysis (1500+) including 5th, 50th, and 

95th percentile Participant in Kaizen.
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Education

Bachelors in Engineering - (Osmania University - Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh)
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